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I N T ROD U C T IO N • 

This paper is chiefly the outoome of a study of the 

radioaotivity of the rock at different depths from the 

surfaoe obtained during the drilling of the University 
I deep well number 2. The first method described by J.Joly 

for determining the quantity of radium in rocks and minerals 

was used. From the 'very beginning difficulty arose in 

getting results concordant enuf in cali brat"ing the electroscope 

by this method. While I got calibration results that a greed 

~s well among themselves as Joly's these did not seem 

sufficiently accurate for the ·work in hand. However about 

a hundred and twenty fusions were made in attempting to 

calIbrate closer and in determining radium in various rock 

and mineral samples. 

In addition tofue rock from the deep well several of 

these samples were from t he lot of yellowstone National 

Park s pring deposit specimens previously examined by Schlundt l 

2 
and Moore. ... These samples yielded- varying wi th t he samples-

from 90% to several hundred per cent more emanation by the 

fusion method than by the solution method use d by them • . 

Much trouble was experienced. in regu1.ati"'t the r ate of 

fusion etc.etc. 3 which will be menti oned l a ter and finally 

I lUldertook to replace the rubber bag of Joly wi th a car'bon 

dioxide absorption train leadin~ directly to ·t he exhausted 

.electroscope. Even this gave much trouble of regulation 

1 Phil. Mag. vol.22.134.1911. 2 U. S.Geol.SurveY, t ull.395. 

" 3 Ebler - Zeit. f ur Elektrochemie. vol.18.532.1912. 
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on account of the shallowness of the mercury seal so 

that I tried substituting borax,and earlier bicarbonates: 

in the fusion in ~ lace of the sodium and potassium 

carbonates used by Joly. These results lookAd promising 

but here unfortunately the platinum resi s tance furnace 

gave way a second time. I then tried comparing the fusion 

method with a method by solution in nitric a-cid and 

immediate (without storing ) determination of the emanation 

with other new features. Very promising results were 

obtained this way and the rest of my work on radium 

consists in comparine this method wi th a fusion method 

with carbonates in a hard class test tube and a few 

determinations of radium in mineral and rock eamples. 

The results 01 this co parison tend strone1Y,as will be 

shown,to prove an inherent error in Joly's methoi. 

The el ectroscope made for the foregoing wo rk was 

modified in some respects which make its use much more 

convenient. A method for mounting the ~old leaf,simple 

and efficient,is described. 

-- .•. --------
1. Bicarbonates were tried because C.Rolthof cl aims that 
action between the silicate and carhonate takes place at 
a lower temperature thunwith the normal carbonates hefore 
fusion, ano that for this reason there is almost no spattering 
onto the cover of the crucible. 
Zeitschr.anal. Chemie,vol.23,1884,p.499. 
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E.L E C T R OS COP E S • 

The first electroscope used was that described by 

Randall l as his electroscope number 5. It was used only 

for a short time for qualitative work only and until the 

electroscope to be deecribed could be completed. Randall's 

electroscope number 5 had too laree an electrostatic capacity 

to be suitable for the work in hand i.e.was not sensitive 

enuf. The electrosoope whioh was used was one designed by 

Dr. '_V.G.Brown and oonstruoted by the University mechanician 

and myself. It oonsisted of a brass CBse (Fig.l ) 7 1/2 x 12 . 

x 15 1/2 om., two A.Pfejff~r braf~ s etorcocks ,a :plate glass back 

and front mounted in pioein,and the leaf system. 

The leaf system is the distinguishing feature of the 

electroscope. It consists of the partsA,B,D,E,and F in Fig.2. 

A consists of a brass rod X to which is attached a fi_at narrow 

brass plate M having attached_ to its upper part a short narrow 

brass pls.te N whioh makes a shoulder. To n is attached the 

narrow gold leaf 0 whioh extends just a trifle below M~by 

means of a drop of very dilute shellac varnish. B is a ~rass 

plate H havin~ a central brass tube I tightly fitted. A is 

placed in Band. held ' lhplace by BulIlhur around the rod X. 

This insulation seems almost perfect and caused very little 

tron"hle during the two years wtbrk. The close fitting lead 

washer D is placed on the tube I just below H and the whole 

placed in the threaded holder E so that the lead washer D 

ie on top of E. Then the nut and cap holder F is screwed on 

making the eleetroBcove air tight as regards the leaf 

1 Trans.Am.Electroohemical Boo. vol.2l,463.1912. 
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system. The rod X extends up as shown and the close fitting 

braes cap R may be placed on F after. the electroscope is 
X~t1.. 

charged by touchin~Athe c~arging rod. 

The gold leaf was cut by ~eans of a razor blane - hath 

the ordinary razor and the Gillet1esafcty razor blades were 

used. The safety razor blades were found to be best. ~he 

eo1d ie~~~ · between two thin sheets of paper was placett on 

a piece. of 1 ead foil and a straight ~d·eepressed firmly 

down on this and the razor bla1e drawn along the straight 

edgp.. This gave a leaf with an exceptionally good edge 

not the least bit ragged.By taking hold of the paper strips 

the leaf was gently shaken out on a piece of paper and. 

b~~ means of a clean dry knife blade brat In posi tion and 

pressed gently against the shellac v~rni.h nn the plate N 

and the leaf cut to the proper length. It was found that 

the narrower ~ leaf was the more sensitive. The leav~B 

varied from abouG 4 mm. in breadth to about 7 mm. and were 

about ~ 1/2 cm. in length. 

The inlets f~om the stopcocks are so arranged on the inside 

of the electroscope as to send the inrushing air to the side 

walls thus disturbing the leaf as Ii ttlfl as pOBsi hIe. 'l'he 

entire AlectroscopA was mOlmted on [l wooden base ann thf! 

te1emicroscope made by Bausch and Lomb had a ~raduated 

scale anll Hamsden eyepiece,maf!nif:tcation abo1lt lEI diameters, 

with a focal length of about 5 cm. and was mounted in front 

of the electroscope on a wonden block attached to this base. 

The electroscope has a capticity of about 1400 cc. 
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Apparatus Number 1. 

Joly's Furnace and modifications. 

The furnaoe used was an exact duplicate of Jolt's 
I first deseri bed furnac.e (the one for use with apIa tinmu 

crucible) except that instead of insulating the platinum 

resistanoe wire in powdered magnesia in a porcelain crucible 

the wire was enclosed in an alundum2 cement cup which- took 

the place of hoth the magnesia and the porcelain crucible. 

From thA furnaoe the gases first passed thru a U tube 

to condense ,steam and then thru two U tubes filled with 

soda lime to absorb the carbon dioxide and thence into a 

rubber football-bag. The manipulation of the furnace was the 

same as Joly describes. I found much difficulty in regulatine' 

a fusion so that the oarbon dioxid.e was not ti ven off faster:' 

than absorbed. This oarbondioxide would fill the rubber bag 

and the furnace would have to be stoppe4 until the carbon 

dioxide was absorbed. Alao there was always danger ofa small 

leak in the rubber bag. 3 For these reasons I later connected 

the furnace with two bottles oontaining strong potassium 

hydroxide solution,then a calcium ohloride tuhe and thence 

direotly into the eleotrosoope. In making a determination 

I filled the entire &pparatus with carbon dioxide from a 
4 

oylinder and then exhausted the eleotroscope and apparatus 

except under the silica beaker. Then on starting he~tine I 

i.Fhil.Mag. vol.22,135.1911. 2.S11ggested by Dr. Brown. 
3.In Zeit. f'ur Elektrochemie vol.lB,532. 1912." Ebler oi tes 
·other objeotions. ' 
4.1 first tried using carbon dioxide generated from limestone 
in a Kipp generator but found that this showed decided. radio
activity. The oarbon dioxide from the cylinder showed no 
radioactivity. 
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controlled the reduced pressure under the beaker by means of 

the stopcock just outside the furnace using the mercury 

seal as an indicator. 

APparatus Number 2. 

Apparatus for separating the emanation by means of nitric 

acid,heat,and carbon dioxide. 

A small wide mouthed 200 ·cc. flask ( Fig.3 with a three 

hole rubber stopper was used as a boiline vessel. Into this 

passed a tube from the carbon d.ioxide CYlinde+ontrolled by 

sto:pcock N. The acid was contained in the seE __ ratory funnel 

C and the rrases and steam passed upward into the reflux coil 

condenser D thru the stopcock E and the condensing tube F 

(used to control the .pressure in li.) thru the two potassium 

hydroxide solution bottles X and Y and the calcium chloride 
1 ~ . . 

tube a.nd thence"the exhausted electroscope. The potassium 

hydroxide solution was 20~}; by weight. To make a calibratine 

determination the uraninite was weiehed into the dry flask 

A'and the apparatus and electroscope exhausted to stopcock 

E. H was closed after mercury had reached height of U tube 

F. Then the stDpcock I was closed and E opened gently and 

finally H. The nitric acid ( diluted to 1:1 by volumne) 

was then run in from C and heat applied to A,reduced pressure 

being constantly maintained In .,fI. by regulating thp. stopcock I. 

1.It was found that at times the nitrogen oxides rot this far 
in the apparatus and once eKen got into the eleot~osoope and 
oaused the leaf to stick to the plate M so that the leaf had 
to be disoarned and so a little sodium peroxide was placed 
also in this tube to oxidize and abeorb the last traces of the~ 
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Finally when no other action ooourred in A after boiling 

several minutes N was slowly opened to admit a slow stream 

of carbon dioxide to wash all emanation as far as X and finally 

the cylinder was detached from B and air swept thru to wash , . 

all emanation into the electroscope. 

ApparatuB Number 3. 

Fusion Apparatus. 

These fusions were oarried on in hard glass test tubes 

. 17 mm. x 25 cm. The apparatus just desoribed was used except 

that in plaoe ~f the flask and condenser a delivery tube 

from the inclined· fusion tube was attached to E. For a 

oalibration fusion 10 grams of mixed carbonates were mixed 

with 5 grams of powdered silioa and a small known amount of 

uraninite. The apparatus was then exhausted to E and the 

reduced pressure in the fusion tube regulated to about 10 cm. 

of mercury by stopcock I. A blast lamp was used for th~ 

fusion. J..fter t he fusion was complete, liquid and homlogenous, 

a small crack was made in the fusion tube by touching it 

wi th a cold piece of metal. l ... lr entered here to wash over 

all the emanation into the eleotroscope. 
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Some Diffioulties with and objeotions to the 

different forma of apparatus. 

Jo1y's Furnace method. 

Eblerl mentions the possibilities and probabilities for 

the oolloidal rubber bag to absorb some of the emanation 

and also mentions other less probable objections. It is well 

known that there is danger of a small leak in a rubber bag 

and this causing loss of emanation and being a constant 

source of danger. Also as I have previously mentioned there 

is much diffioulty in regulating the fusion so that the 

carbon dioxide is absorbed as fast as given off. Of course 

by addine more soda lime , tubes the carbon dioxide ·could 

be absorbed rapidly enuf but this would increase very largely 

the apace that must be washed free from emanation into the 

rubber bag at the end of the fusion. Here is where the great 

difficulty and uncertainty of J01Y'8 method is most noticeable 

i.e.in being sure of was~ing all the emanation from the 
2 

apparatuB into the limited capacity of the rubber bag - and 

then inbeine sure of getting al~Of this into the exhausted 

eleotroscope. 

I think that the method as I have modified it as 

descri bed under t he apparatus overcomes all of these difficul tie 

so far mentioned. Still another objection,however,must be 

offered to this method. This is that the platinum resistance 

wire after a time becomes brittle and finally actually 

I.zeIt. fur Elektrochemie vol.18,522.1912. 
2.The capacity of the p'sg I used was about 800 cc. 
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fuses. At points where there may be just the least strese 

the wi~e is drawn out a little and thuB being diminished 

in diameter is here fused '. This is very annoying and 

necessitates the taking out of all the platinum resistance 

wire and either welding it or sending it in as scrap 

platinum and getting new wire and then reforming the 

alundum around the wire. This ' fusing ocurred four times 

during the some 120 fusions ' I made.' 

I also triel using Nichrome 2 - diameter 0.081 

inches,resistance 104 ohmns per 1000 ft. This is 

a special nickel-chromium wire put out hy the Driver-Harris 

W'ire Co. of Harrison,N.J. I tried to use some of tbj s 

wire in the place of the platinum wire for the heating 

unit but found that thjs wire would not stand the heat 

nearly so long as the platinum wire ann after a few fusioDB 

gave way. 

Another difficulty is that the silica beaker soon 

becomes more or less etched on the ~nner top surface and 

is difficult to watch the progress of the fusion. This 
-

etching is probahly due to the small amounts of fluorides 

in the substance : fused. 

still another objection is the time required for 

the fusion. Using the same size charges and th.e same size 

platinU!~ crucible as J01y I was almost never able to 

finish a fusion in less that three hours and keer the fused 

mass from boiling out over the top of the crucibfe tho 

Joly seems to ~ave taken only about an hour for a fusion. 
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I found this possible only a very few times when there 

was very little efferve~nce. 

By using borax inste~d of the mixed carbonates 

this time.objection can be 'overcome and I found borax even 

more eff~ient than the mixed carbonates in getting off 

the emanation. 

Solution in Nitric acid apparatus. 

This apparatus offers no difficulties of manipulation 

and a little practice enables one to operate it perfectly. 

It also offers a very rtlpid method of getting off the ' 

emanation. In most cases tried from 15 minutes to a half 

hour was sufficient time to get the emanation from the 

dry finely ground substance into the electroscope. 

The method has only two drawbacks that I can see. 

One is that boiling with nitric acid or for that matter 

with any of the common aoids that can be used in glassware 

will not dissolve nor liberate all the emanation from 
/ ' 

allsubstanoes. The other is that this takes no account 

of the emanation given off in the cold from the substanoe 

as shown by Boltwood.1 However as shown by my work all 

the emanation can be driven off from Borne substances e.g. 

carnotite by boilin~ with nitric aoid even tho solution 

is not complete. Separate determinations must be made of 

the emanation given off in the cold. 

i-··-~ -P-h-i-l-· .-M-a-g-.-v-o-I-.-9-.-5-9-9-.-1-;"-90-5-. ,----------.--.. --

Fusion appara.tus. 

Care and practice are neoessary to oarry on the fusion 
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without breaking the fusion tube by letting drops of .~ 

wate r co nde ns e and f allon i t s hot walls. Care and p ra~tios 

are also necessary in cracking the tube properly a fter 

the fusi on is complete. The me thod by fusion in hard 

glass tubes W1der re liuuecl pressure can only be used 

for s mall quan ti ties -l e 80 tl1an 10 ~r8.ms - of a s u"bstance. 

Also from my limi ted work it seems t o offer ~10 D.(1. vantage 

over t he sec6nd method described and in fact is not nearly 

as effl~ient in getting the emanation from urani nite a s 

the seoond method. In tryinf5 to replace the carbonate s 

by l)orax I was unable to get a fusion wi thout breaking 

the tube due largely to the amount of water given off. 
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standard used and oalibrating the eleotroscope 

by the various methods. 

The standard was the uraninite of unknown origin 
1 analysed by Randall and used by him as a standard. It 

contains 53.03% of uranium when air driel and is ground 

to pass a sieve 120 meshes per inch (48 per am.). 'The 

ratio of radium to uranium in old minerals was taken as 
· ,. 2 

3.4 x 10-12 ' aa gi ven in Rutherford' 8 "book. 

There has been no work clone with this uraninite to 

determine whether it gives off emanation in the cold. I 

storecl a sample of it in a glass stoppered U tube and 

after a definite time washed out the air from the U tube 

into the exhausted eleotr0scope shaking the urani :li te 

clurine the passa.ge of t;'lf-~ o.~r into the electroscope to 

prevent any oacluaion of emanation. I made two determinationfl. 

on this point the daO for which follow. 

A sample of 1~3042'grams of uraninite was stored for ' 

four days and two hours (Bo.224) and for 4 days (No.231 , ). 

Column 1 gives the determination nurnber,column 2 the leaf 

value per soale division gain per hou.r 'x 10-12 grs radium. 

oolumn 3 the gain in divisions per hour,oolumn 4 the grams 
-12 radium x 10 per gram uranium,and oolumn 5 the per oent 

of the emanation given off in the oold. 

1. Trans. Am.Eleotrochemical $oc. -;01.21.463:1912. 
2. Radioactive substanoes and their radiations. 1913. 
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i 2 3 4 5 -----'-.---
224 3.84 771 7735 2.27 

2:')1 ~.80 811 8686 2.55 

The average is 2.41 % of the emanation given off in 

the cold. This correotion must "be applied to all of the work. 

Apparatus Nmuber 1. 

standardizine the electrosoope by using Joly's furnace method. 

For this purpose the charge consisted of a weighed 

amount of t'he uranini te mixed. wi th 25 erams of the mixed 

carbonates of sodium and potassium ( mixed in ~olecular 

welrht rn,+ic of 1:1 )and 10 era'"'1r. of a pure white 

saccharoidal sandstone from Crystal CitY,Mo. Below are 

tabulated some typical results. 

Column 1 ~ives the determination number,column 2 the 

grams of uraninite,column ~ the air leak of th~ electroscope 

in Ecale divisions per hour,column 4 gives .the maximum 

number of scale divisions fall per hour of the leaf, column 

5 the gain in fall in scale divisions per hour,and column 6 

the grams radium x 10-12 represented by a gain in the rate 

of fall of the leaf of 1 scale division per hour. 

1 2 :3 4 IS 6 

70 0.0283 16 703 687 7.75 

71 0.0164 8 530 522 5.60 

72 0.0045 14 128 114 7.11 

73 0.0628 8 1712 1734 6.53 

74 0.0058 16 193 177 5.71 
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The average is 6.54 x 10-12 and correcting tor the 

emanation given off in the cold the value is 6.70 x 10-
12

• 

To teat the carbonates and sand for radioactivity I made 

several blank determine ti o ~. ns wi tl:l 25 graI!ls of the mixed 

carhonatee and 10 grams of the sand~ These. r 'esul ted as follows • . 

The column numbers have the ea.memAanin~ ae above. ' 

1 ~~ 3 4 '~ 5 6 -
77 8 e 0 0 

78 7 8 1 0.26 

79 6 8 2 0.52 

The average is 0.25 x 10-12 which is within the experi r:1ental 

error. This shows that the sand and carbonates used were 

practically free from radioactivity and that there need be 

no correotion made for them. However this, was not the c~e 

Util two samples of Band I had previously a.ttemJ'lten, to use for 

this purpose. One of these was of unknown origin and was not 

uniform in its radioactivity. The sscond one which was a sea 

sand was ' also not uniform in its radioactivity. The Band us~d 

finally was a eaocharoidal sandstone from Crystal CitY, Ho. 

and is perfeotly white and quite friable. 

In raadin~ thp. eleotrosoope the readings were' always 

taken between fixeJ points on the scale - between 80 and 20 -

and timed by' means of a stop watch. It was f01md that t h e 

naxiMum ra to oJ: .·r~ll iy~ t he l eaf ',va n reacho (l a. t t~H~ e n d. of 

three hours and that this maximum continued for abcut a half 

hour thereafter. Time was m~a8ured from time of admissjon into 

the electroscorp.. The time required to reach the maximlm was 

found to he the same w1lk all forMs of apparatus .... used. 

After a lapse of se~eral minutes between electroscope 
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readings it was almost invariahly noted that the first 

reading showed a faster rate of fall of the le~f than any 

sucessive one. This is shown in thp following table. 

'1.1ime. 

10:59 

11:04 

.J 2 :06 

T:tme for leaf to pess over 60 ~ca.le divisions. 

:3 min. 22 sec. 

3 Clin. 26 sec. 

~ min. 32 sec. 

3 min. 32 pec. 

~ min. 32 sec. 

3 'Clin • 21 , 66C. 

3 min. ~2 sec. 

3 min. 32 sec. 

This is proba~ly dne to an accumulation of undischarged 

ions in the electroscope. It was found to be very persistent. 

The final constant values were al71ays taken as this first readinf 

fias never 8 very constant val~e. 

Many of the determinations by c!olt's method had to 

be thrown out because of the evident failure to eet all 

of the nmanation despite th~ utmost precautione used. ~ everal 

times in calibratin~ scarcely half as much emanation was obtaine~ 

in the electroscope as at others tho as ~nr BP poesih1~ 

conditions had been identical in both Ca8€S. 

Using borax in place of sand an~ carbonates with Joly's 

furance the following resul ts were obtained, t:he same l~a. f 

bein~ used 8.8 in the preceding work. Col~n 1 is the determinatic 

number,column 2 the graP-ls nraninite,colnmn 3 the erams borax. 

column 4 the air leak of the electroscope in scale (1.i visions 

per hour and column 6 the oaximum numoer of scale divisions 

fall per hour and column 6 the gain of scale nivis:ions fall 

per hour alld col umn 7 the val ue per pcalA di vision ~ain 
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per hour in grams radium x 10-
12

• 

1 

115 

116 

11'1 
• 

118 

2 

0.0202 

0.0000 

0.0193 

0.0163 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

4 

an 
'1 

a 
10 

5 

665 

8 

645 

4'10 

6 

65'1 

1 

637 

460 

'1 

5.54 

The average is 5.66 x 10-12 and _correcting for 

the emanation given o~~ in the c~old is 5.80 x 10-12 • ....... 

These results tend strongly to show that .om. 

emanation oan be driven off from uraninite by fusing 

with borax than with mixed carbonates. It has been shown 

by Ebler1 that as much emanation can be obtained 

from a Colorado oarnotite by fusion with borax as by 

fusion with mixed carbonates. Later on in this paper will 

be shown that all the emanation was not gotten from 

uraninite by fusion with mixed carbonates. The percentage 

difference betw.en fusing with carbonates and with 

borax in Joly's furnaoe is very close to the percenta~e 
oa" 

difference between fusing with carbonates in hard glass 
/" 

test tube and boiling off with nitric acid. 

Calibration determinations were gi~en for apparatus 

number 2 and 3 under description of the apparatus. The 

first calibration data by means of apparatus number 2 

with the same leaf whose calibration by Jolyle method 

and by substituting borax in the fusion resulted as 

folloWB. Column 1 giTes the 

• Eleotroscope leaked a little and some emanation lost. 

1. zeit fur Elektrochemie vol.1B.531.1912. 
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determination nUmber.oo1umn 2 the EraIDs uraninite.column 3 the 

air leak of the electrosoope in scale divisions per hour. 

oolumn 4 the maximum rate of fall of the leaf in scale divisions 

per hour , column 5 the gain in rate of fall of the leaf in 

soale divisions per hour,column 6 the value 1o~4~ain of one 
~ 

80ale division per hour in grams radiUI!l x 10-12 • 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

120 0.0510 6 1624 ,1618 5.68 

123 0.0222 25 780 755 5.30 

124 0.0204 30 752 702 5.23 

125 0.0107 6 345 Z?>9 5.69 

126 0.0081 6 257 251 5.81 

127 0.0154 27 515 488 5.71 

128 C.0129 8 418 410 5.67 

172 O.COCOO 12 8 -4 

The average is 5.57 x I Q-12 and correctinc for the 

emanation given off tn the cold is 5.70 x 10-12 • 
SufI; • ., 

A waterAPump was used in all cases to exhaust the 

electroscope and apparatus and after readihg the maximum 

for each determination it was found necessary to keep 

a slow current of air going thru the apparatus for from 

three to four hours to wash out all the eManation and 

hring the electroscope hack to its normal air leak. 

The air current had to be slow to prevent seriously disturbi~ 

the leaf. Alternately exhausting an~ filling the electroscope 

with air was found to be n<? more eff~dtive in lowering 
.~ 

the leak than the A. meth?d. It was often found impractical 
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to ~rinrr the electroscope back to the normal air leak 

and the leak at that time was taken but in no case was 

this over 25 scale divisions pbove the normal air -leak. 

After the leak gets down to thjs poin~ it is rather 

persistent and reading it this way introduces only a very 

slight error - entirely neglieable. B~ doing this it wee 

often pOBsiwIe to make two determinations a dS7 instead 

of one. 

-18-





Experimental results. 

-By Joly's fusion method. (Apparatus number 1.). 

The data for a comparison of the eff&ciency of fusing 

with normal carbonates and with bicarbonates by this method 

is of some interest and also shown something of the 

uncertainty of this oethod. Column J is the determination 

nlmber,column 2 the grams uranlnite,colUID? 3 indicates 

that besides 10 grams of the sand 25 r .. grams of the carbonates 

were used with the uraninite in the fusion,column 4 gives 
.,,; 

the air leak in Bcale divisions per hour,column E the 

maximum rate of fall of the leaf in scale divisions per hour, 

column ti the gain in rate of f~ll in scale dlv:teions per 

hour,and column rz the value of each scale division gain 

per hour in grams radiuJl x 10-12 • 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

tNa8CO
:3 

____ n ____ • • 

47 0.0080 7 327 320 4.50 K2 03 

48 0.0164 '! 5 466 461 6.11 
1. 

49 0.0122 n 4 373 569 6.23 

EO O.C156 n 6 520 514 5.47 

51 0.0164 ~2C.~ 4 622 61B 4.50 NaHC 3 

52 0.0071 " 4 240 ~DO 5.28 

53 0.0127 " 5 420 416 5.55 

The average for the first four corrected for the 
-12-

emanation eiven off in the oold is 5.78 x 10 and for 

the last three is 5.24 x 10-
12

• From these results 
• it would Beem that one was about as eff&cient as the other 

tho more lonsistent results were got with the bicarbonate. 

The oarbonates were mixed in both cases in the molecular 

ratio of 1:1. 
- -19_ 





The following' table conta.ins a nwnber of determinations. 

Column 1 is the ' determination number,column 2 the grams of 

the sample,co1umn 3 is the gra~s sanQ, column 4 is the grams 

of mixed normal carbonates ' ,column 6 the a~r , lcak in 

Bcale divisions per hour ,column ,6,the maximum number of scale 

divisions per hoUr fa1l,column 7 1s the gain per hour in 

scale divisions fall and column 8 is the grams radium 
-12 :x 10 :per gram of the sample. 8a is the value using the 

first ca1ibration,8b using the second and 8e llsinr the third. 

123 4 -----------------
80 10 10 25 

81 10 10 26 

82 10 10 26 

83 10 

' 84 15 

85 20 

86 10 

87 10 

88 15 

89 15 

90 25 

10 25 

10 25 

o 25 

10 

10 

10 

15 

15 

26 

26 

25 

25 

o 

, 5 

12 

4 

6 

4 

2 

4 

2 

4 

3 

92 5 

10 

10 

5 

4 

o 

o 

25 - 3 

93 

94 

97 o 

25 2 

25 4 

25 

6 

6 

6 

8 

26 

7 

-6 

2 

2 

22 

12 9 

10 8 

10 6 

8 6 

11 8 

7 3 " 

5 2 

14 

42 

44 

11 

40 

40 

8 
a b c 

1.34 1.16 1.14 

1.34 1.16 1.14 

11.74 12.76 12.54 

4.02 3.49 3.42 

2.68 2.32 2.28 

4.02 3.48 3.42 

4.02 3.48 3.42 

3.57 3.10 3.04 

1.34 1.16 1.14 

.53 .46 .45 

14.74 12~76 12.54 

26.8 23.20 22.80 

26.80 23.20 22.80 

960 957 1282.40 1110. 1091. 

All the determinations in this tableware made with the 

leaf whose aalihration by three methods was given under 

ca1ihrati~g and this affords a tahle for com.paison of 

these val ueB. 
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Number 80 is a barite of unknown origin. Nos.8l to 87 

inclusive were Band from a deep well boring neer 3radford.Ja. 

The depth at which the sa~ple was taken was 5690 feet. 

lIoe.8S to 90 inolusive were sample 17 - a limestone -

from University of Missouri well nllober 2 on the campus. 

The depth at whioh this sample was taken was 85 feet. 

No.92 is, .. a spring depoei t sample from the Artists paint 

Pot,Gibbon Meadows yellowstone National Park. 1 

Noe.93 and 94 is a sample from Forest Spring canon 

yellowstone National Eark. l no.97 is a spr~ng deposit from 

Doughty springe Delta County western Co14rade. 

Determinations using apparatus n~ber 2. 

After determination number 128 was made the gold leaf 

was lost by ni t .rogen oxides getting over into the electroscope 

ae has been mentioned above. Hence a new leaf had to be mounted 

and calibrated. Column I gives the determination number, 

column 2 the grams uraninlte.oolumn 3 the air leak in scale 

divisions per hour,column 4 the maximl~ number of Bcale . 

divisions fall per hour.col~ 5 the gain in scale divisions 

fall per hour and oolumn 6 the value of eaoh scale division 
-12 gain per hour in grams radium x 10 • 

1. Schlundtand Moore. u.s. Geoi. Survey nUll. 595j 
Their values for these eamPt2B by the solution method . 
are ·respecti vely 3.57 x 10- grams radium :per gram and 
1.45 x 10-12 grams radium per gram. 
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.. 1 

130 

131 

2 

0.0151 

0.0224 

8 

24 

4 

484 

758 

5 

4'16 

734 

6,. 

5.71 

5.49 

132 0.0185 12 661 649 5.14 

~he average is 5.44 x 10-12 and corrected is 5.57 x 10-12 • 

Now come a series of results on a sample of a Colorado 

oarnotite whioh had been thoroughly mixed and sampled and 

put thru a 120 mesh sieve. By using apparatus nUlnber 2 it 

is possible to make two determinations in a 14 hour day 

instead of one as with the first apparatus. The peculiar part 

about the fol1owinl) results is that nearly always a higher 

val~e was obtained from the morning determination than 

from the evenine one. Thesesampleae were taken from the same 

weighine bottle. 

1 2 345 6 7 
----------------------------------------------------~---

133 0.3432 evening 16 1069 1053 17121 

134 

136 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

144 

145* 

146-
147· 

0.2365 morning 8 

0.1363 evening: 24 

0.2049 morning 9 

0.1982 evening 18 

0.1940 morning 8 

864 866 20164 

428 

742 

617 

Lost 

0.2064 evening 20 645 

0.2139 morning 8 655 

0.5104 evening 24 1687 

0.3140 morning 20 1108 

0.2289 avenine 16 

0.2000 morning 8 

0.1474 morning 8 

0.1690 evening 12 

0.1226 mos;~ .. _ ~~ 

691 

604 

554 
475 

404 16523 

733 19926 

599 1683~ 

6~5 16866 

647 16838 

1663 18146 

1088 1930C 

676 16449 

596 22521 

542 18986 
463 21028 





In the above table oolumn 1 gives the determination 

number,column 2 the grams of samp1e,col~~ 3 the time 

of day.column 4 the air leak in scale divisions per hour, 

column 5 the maximum number of scale divisions fall per 

hour,column 6 the gain in divisions fall per hour,and 

column 7 the ~rams radium x 10-12 per ~ram sample. Those 

marked * were kept in cold storage several hours before 

the sample was weighed out. 

At this point sleak in the electroscope caused the 

loss of the gold leaf and a new one was mounted and 

calibrated as follows. Column 1 gives the determination 

number,column 2 the grams uraninite,col~~ 3 the-air leak 

in scale divisions per hour,column 4 the maximum number 

of Bcale divisions fall per hour,column 5 the gain in , 

scale divisions fall per honr,and colfmm 6 the value of 

each soale division gain in gra.ms radium x 10-12 • 

:1 2 3 4 5 6 

149 0.0090 12 457 445 3.64 

150 0.0214 20 1054 1034 3.73 

151 0.0139 12 694 688 3.67 

152 0.0154 8 745 737 3.76 

The average is 3.70 x 10-12 and corrected is 3.79 x 10-12 • 

Further determinations on the carnotite eaI!lI'le 

gave the following results. The columns are numbered 

the same as in the sedond table prece,ding 
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1 

148 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

169 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 * 
167 

168* 

169 

170 

172 

176 

2 3 4 

0.1828 evening 9 

0.1948 morning 12 

837 

995 

0.2163 evening 24 1014 

0.2790 morning 15 1440 

0.3233 

0.2209 

0.2628 

0.1919 

evening 20 1543 

morning 8 973 

evening 18 1186 

morning 9 Lest 

0.2336 evening 20 1096 

0.1960 morning 10 978 

0~1992 evening 16 966 

0.1665 morning 8 822 

C.1714 evening 16 

6 

828 

983 

7 

17714 

19358 

990 17427 

1425 19357 

1523 

965 

17853 

16556 

1168 16844 

1076 17457 

968 18717 

950 18072 

814 18588 

0.2803 evening 24 1200 1176 15900 

0.1308 evening 8 644 G~6 18428 

0.3340 morning 8 1588 1580 17929 

0.2875 evening 12 1459 1447 19074 

0.1593 morning l~ 800 788 18747 

o.OOCO evening 12 8 

0.1615 morning 8 Lost 

• Thoroughly mixed and shaken up hefore sampling. 

The average of 29 determinations gives 18230 x 10-
12 

grams radi~ pp,r gram. 

During this time two determinations were made to 

find how much emanation was given off in the cold. For 

this purpose two grams of the carnotite was stored in a 

U tube having glass stopcocks controlling eac~ arm. ab~ton 

F~ef' put in the upper part of one of the arms. This side 
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wd.B the one nearest th.e electroscope when intro<1ucine the 

ema na tion into the electroscope ~nd kept any of t~e carnotite 

from heine blo vvn i i1 to the electroscope. Th.e electroscope 

Nas exhausted and the U tube attached to its inlet. 

A dryine train consisting of a calcilW chloride tube and 

a U tube partly filled with concentrate1 sulphuric acid 

was attached to the other arm of the storine tube. The 

air was first bubbled t :hru t he conue :n trated sulphuric 

aci (t anct then passod ig.to the calcium chloride tube on 

thru the U tube into the electroscope. Column 1 gives 

the determinatfon nutilber,column 2 the size of sample in 

grams,colLumn 3 the ti!De stored in da~rs,colurnn 4 the air 

leak in scale divisinns per hour,column 5 the rrlaxicrum 

scale divisions fall per hour,coln:nn 6 the t:,ai n j:n scale 

di visi ons fall per hour, and. col uran 7 the per l'pnt of 

the maximlUll value for th e er:lanati on1 , c.,rHl c;O lU:'Ul 8 the 
_12 

grams radium X 10 per {?:'rara sample. 

6 7 8 

2 

11f 2 

15.104 

8.90 

12 

20 

1963 

1771 

1951 93.42 3957 

1751 79.90 4162 

The average is 4051 x 10 -12 then the total radium per 

eram of carnotite concentrate ds 22284 x 10-12 grams per 

gram. I at ~irst that that there might be some connection 

between the temperatu"e or pressure or both and the high 

Bnd low values obtained for the carbotite.but tho I noted 

both temperature and pressnrefor quite a series of the 

above results there is absolutely no connection between 

them and the high and low values. Cold storage was tried 





hoping by this means to get consistent results but 

without suoeSB. ~hinking that a lower temperature 'might 

allow of more of the emanation being occluded if occlusion 

was the cause. 

Next I thot that if this were true the stopper 

,having been in the'bottle all night more emanation would 

be occluded than during the day period where the weighings 

were only 6 hours apart. This would explain the higher 

results in the morning and the lower ones in the evening. 

To test this I thoroughly shook up 'the substance before 

weighing out the sample and left the stopper out of the 

weighing bottle between weighings. The results continued 

for-the most part the same. 

I next tried dividing the sample and putting half 

of i~in one weighiug bottle and the other half in 

another,weighine out of one bottle in the morning and 

out of the other in the evening. The results seem to be 

a little closer together but the high and ' low values 

continued. I then set the two wei~hing bottles aside 

for some tlme and on deterrninine a sample from each 

bottle during the same day got uniform,I~T high resul ts. 

These ,two determinations were made by ,t ', ; fusion in hard 

elaEs test tube. This fusion apparatus (NO.3,) showed 

the morning" and e~enine effect likewise. 

Nwnber 174 below is a sample of the Doughty springs 

deposit mentioned under No.97 above. No.176 is the sample 

from the University well as mentioned under Nos.8S to 90 
/ 

inclusive. Column 1 gives the d.etermination nUf'lher,column 

2 the sa.mple size in grams,colu'1ln 3 t1H~~' grams r .~. (liui-:1 x 

10-12 per gram of sample. 
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t 2 3 

174 5 162 

175 25 0 

Nitrio aoid does not diesol va either of these s~mples 

completely. From the spring deposit it is evident that 

the nitrio acid liberates only a very small part of the 

total eman'stion. Numver 175 shows that the carbonate 

and nitric aoid soluble part of the University well 

, sample shows' no radioacti vi ty. This has been cmnfirmed 

in determination number 212. 

With apparatus number 3 and comparison between 

it and apparatus number ~. 

In the following three determinations the carnotite 

concentrate before mentioned was used and in each case 

the sample was mixed with , IO erams of normal carbonates 
,~ 

and fuse d. In Number 177 , the fusion tuhe waflJ\8vacuated 

before sta~tine the fusion and in t he other t #o i t was. 

This means t ha t i n 1:!umber 177 t h e air ' fro m t h e' fusion 
S~pae. 

tub e 'Nas uoll ected in the electroscope while inAI1urnbers 

178 and 179 it was pumpe d away befo r e l)e f:: i n ing t he fusion. 

Column 1 g ives the det errni nati on (lu.r niH~,:c t col u:nn 2 so.m:p).e 

.... in ,:,ratls,column 3 gain in s c al~ rtivi s ions fall per 

hour,and colQ~n 4 the era~s r ad ium x 10-12 per gram of 

sample. 
tI -It' l'> \l 

Val ue of leaf per scale di vision gain per hour::;:. ~. 79ftlO 1'" i 
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177 

178 

179 

2 
0.1410 

0.2155 

0.1702 

3 
67:3 

865 

651 

4 
18090 

15212 

14495 

It is notivad that the second two Bive a value which 

is mucp lower than the first one and that the first one 

agrees very .well with what I have ;~' .f': before 

with apparatus number 2. A probable explanation of this 

is that evacuating tbe fusion tube before starting the 

determination draws from the sample a part of its 

emanation. This is more probable f"~the fact that boiling 

with nitric aoid seems to get all the emanation 'from 

carnotite coneentrate tho it does not dissolve all of it. 

This shows that the emanation is not very firmly held 

by the ·carnotite. This fact too would seem to prove 

that pressure was at least partl~T responsible for thE 

morning and evening differences tho the samll changes in 

barometer r~adines - never over 5 rom. durine my work -

did not make a noticeable difference when thedeterminaticm 

do not check better than within 3 o~ 4 per cent of each 

other. 

At this point I lost the gold leaf. It . became twisted 

and in trying to straighten it out I tore it. I mounted 

and worked with several leaves befor.e I found another one 

satisfactory. Below are the calibration data for th~S leaf 

with apparatus 1 and 2. Column 1 gives thA determination 
! 

number,column 2 the apparatus number, oomumn 3 the grams 

uranlnite,column 4 the air leak in scale divisions per 

honr,oolumn 5 the maximu.TYl rate of fall in scale divisions 

per hour,and oolumn 7 the value of the gain of one scale 
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-12 
division per hour in ~rans radium x 10 • 

Since numbers 202 and 204 did not seem to get all the 

emanation from the uraninite in sample 208 and 209 

I added to each fusion 5 grams of the white sand to see 

if the increEsed efferve'f{ence would not produce more of 

the emanation. 

1 2 3 4 5 
,. 7 0 

202 3 0.0245 14 968 954 4.62 

204 I 0.0202 20 844 8?4 4.42 

205 2 0.O;35~, 15 1636 1621 ~.94 

206 2 C.0283 48 1414 1366 3.74 

208 3 0.0261 24 1054 1030 4.56 

209 3 0.02·00 18 1180 1162 4..65 

The average with apparatus number 3 is when corrected 

for emanation given off in the cold .4.67 x 10-12 and 

for apparatuB number 2 Vlihen corrected 3.96 x 10-12 • 

These results show that the fusion method wi~~ 

mixed carbonates and even with mixed carbonates and sand 

does not get ull t~A emanation ~rom uraninite. Tne 

determinations to follow show that the ssme 8moilll t of 

emanation can be obtained from the cBrnotite. b~ the fusion 

method as hy using nitric acid. In ~oly's work he calihrates 

by fusing the uraninite . with carhonates and silica and 

thus fails to ["et aJI the emanation off ann. gets too high 

a ~alue for each Beale division gain in his leaf fall. 

Then he determines a rock fample by the fusion method and 

if here he gets "A;; high <. value fer the samTlle it is 

probable that he does get all the emanation off from it 

and when he compares it wIth the uraninite which holrls 

back some of its ema~ation the value a . 
-29- ppears high. 





This assumption wIll serve to show how he could have gotten 

values from 20 to 30 per C€nt higher with the fusion 

method than the previous determinations made on thise rook 

samples made by other methods. Sinoe the peroentage 

difference that 1 get between the two calibration methods 

is comparable with this. 

It will be noted in determinations 177 and 179 that I 

have used the oalibration values as determined by apparatuB 

number 2. Also in the fol1owin~ . table I have followed this 

plan beoause the amount of-emanation - the gain in scale 

divisions fall per gram carnotite concentrate-is the same 

whether I uee apparatus number 2 or 3. 

1 

212 

213 

214 

216 

217 

218 

220 

221 

222 

2 4 5 6 7 ---------------- .-------.----.- ---
25 2 

0.1504 3 

10.5 :3 

3 3 

5 3 

.'31ank 3 

5 3 

2 3 

1.8 3 

CCh'5010 · :3 

28 

8 

15 

12 

12 

12 

27 

16 

20 

8 

16 

718 

24 

20 

16 

13 

1680 

758 

122 

1459 

-12 

710 

9 

8 

4 

1 

1573 

742 

702 

1451 

18647 

10.53 

2.96 

.4C 

1243 

1465 

1540 

19041 

In the above table column 1 gives the determination 

number,co1umn 2 the grams sample,column 3 the apparatus 

number, column 4 th~ air leak in scule divisions fall 

per hour,column 5 the maximum number of scale divisions 

fall per hour,column 6 the g*,in in scale d-1vlsions fall 

per hour,and oolumn 7 the grams radium x lO-12~e~~. 
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Number 212 is the sample from the un! 1rersl ty deep well at 

a dppth of 725 feet - sampme 145. 

Number 214 is the residue from ~12 after filtering and washing. 

Numbers 213 and 223 are the samp carnotite as- before 

which had been stored in separate weighing bottles for 

about a month. Number 215 is another yellowstone Nationa.l 

Park sample labelled Terrace Springs #2 and its value 
~ 

from Schlundt and Moores work b~r the solution method is 

1.87 x 10 -12 grams radi~ per gram. Nu~ber 216 is another 

of these labelted Ryollte,Golden gate ·whose solution 
-1 9 

method value is 1.51 x 19 - erams radium per gram. 

Number 217 iathe deep well sample from hear Bradford. PC. 

Number 218 is a blank with 10 grams of the varbonates. 

Number 220,221,and 222 are the Doughty springs deposit 

which is largely barilL~ sulphate. The average of these 

th d t i ti " 1416 10-12 . d" ree e erm na ons gl. ves x _ . _ grams ra lll.rn per 

gram. 

Another le~f was lost and a new one was mOlmted 

and calibrated as follows. Col~mn 1 gives the deter~inatlm 

number, column 2 the grams uraninite , column 3 

in sca+e divisions fall per hour,and column 4 

radium x 10-12 per p-ai.n of one scale division 

1 3 4 
----~ .. ----.... .... -- ..... - ........ ~ ................ ------- ---- --~--

226 

. 0.0240 

0.0463 

1129 

2213 

3.83 

'1.77 

. -12 
The average when corrected eives 3.90 x 10 • 

the gain 

the grams 

per .hour. 

Samples' of the Dou~hty springs deposit were then 

determined with apparatus number 2 but usine 50 cc. of 

coneentrated sulphuric acid instead of 3C cc. of dilute 

nitric acid. It was found that the deposit was soluble in 

ooncentrated sulphuric acid • . 
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Column 1 below elves the determination number,column 2 

the grams 'sample ,column :3 the eain in scale divisions 
-12 

per hour and column 4 the erams radium x 10 per gram. 

1 2 3 4 
------------------.-----.-.-.~~~~ 

227 

228 

229 

230 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1684 

542 

660 

714 

3233 

1057 

1287 

1392 

Number 227 is a very anomalous result and was probably 

due to a leak in the insulation as I noticed for the 

first tim~ a ,leak in this leaf system insulation after 

this determination. On oarefully brushin~ th~ dust from 

the insulation the le.ak aia,speared. Nlwber 228 is low 

probably due to the fact that it was not boiled so vigorously 

nor so long as the other two samples. The averaee for the 
-12 other two results is 1345 x 19 grams radium per gram 

sample. This compares very favorabl, with the results by 

the fusion method. It looks as tho solution in a liquid 

and boilin~ means complete liberation 

of the emanation and it is suggestenthat this would 

be the best way of makine all determinations. Silicates 

might be decomposed by hydrofluoric acid in a rlatinum 

vessel. 

To further tryout this point of failiLg to get all 

the emanation from uraninite by fUBin~ I made a fusion 

with a sample of uraninite the data of whioh are below. 

Column 1 gives the determination nl~ber,colunn 2 the 

grams of sample,column 3 the gain i1scale di~isionB per 

hour. 
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1 2 

232 0.0700 2755 

371 

312b 

Calculating back from the ~nov.'1l value per scale 

division gain in fall as determined by t~e second method 

the gain is scale divisions for this sample shou~d be 

3232. Considering the two determinations Mad~ to get this 

total value - the first by fusion with carbonates and the 

second by treating this fusion with nitric acid - 3 % is 

very good agreement. It at least shows that not all of 

the emanation is driven off from uraniuite by fueion. 

The percentage of emanation by fusion agrees very well 

with the previous a.ttempts at calibrating by the fnsion 

method. 





Summary and Conclusioni. 

1. All the. emanation can not be obtained ,from uranini te 

by fusion with mixed carbonates. Solution in nitric acid 

does ~.:iberate all the e~anation. This is true aJso of 

fusion with ,borax. The percentage of emanation . that is 

llberated from the uranin".te by fusion with carhonates 

is a const&nt"robably varying with each nraYlinite. 

2. From the above it is evident t~at calibration 

cannot be ~ade acourately by usinr the fusion method 

with uraninite as a standard and hence that Jo1y's 

hip-her · val ues for the radi urn in rocks b~T the 

fusion method is open to serious criticism. 

3. From my work it see~s that the fusion method 

does give much hieher results for rock speci~ens than 

the solution and boilinrr off ~ethod. 

4. The emanation is ver~ loosely held by carnotite 

srJe~imens. 1\ large per cent - over .18 % in this cafe -

beinrr given off in the cold an~ the remainder given off 

either by fusion with borax or carbo nates or ~oiling with 

nitric acid tho the sa~ple does not completely dissolve . in 

t~e nitric acid. From the morning and evening effAct 

it is r probable that the amount of emanation eiven off 

in the aold varies with the temperature,pressnre,and 

whether the sample is open to air or not. Probably all 

three 0f these enter in to cause the effect noted. 

5.Joly's apperatus,especially the rubber har and 

the double transfer of the emanation. is open to serious 

c~iticism in the directions outlined in t~is parer. 
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6. Boiling off with nitric acid or with some other 

acid as necessity demands seems a very promising way to 

separate the emanation from rock and mineral samples. 

This method seems especially gO'od for carnoti te. Solution 

in an acid seems to liberate all the emanation so that 

it can be driven off by boiling. 

7. Fusion with carbonatee in a hard glass teet 

tube as . suggested by Dr.Schlundt seems a )lOaslble-· method 

for carnoti te. It will not do for minerals ·or rocks wi th 

very low radium content where a large sample must be used. 
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